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A Rising Tide of Social Media Use
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Many more 
individuals 
are 
connecting 
online.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The 50-64 age group is the fasting growing over the last two years.  The number of users is increasing, still, for those of you who predicted 5 years ago that it was a passing fad.  



Advertising and the Data Vortex

• On platforms, you are not the customer; you 
are the product

• Endless data collection & transfers, 
indefinitely kept: 









Major Social Media Sites #s

• Facebook: 1.32B+ monthy users (Jun 2014)

• YouTube: 1B+ monthly users (YouTube, April 2013)

• Twitter: 645M+ active users (Jan 2014)

• LinkedIn: 313M+ users (LinkedIn, Oct 2014)

• Google+: 540M+ monthly users 

• Pinterest: 70M active users
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This data changes daily.Facebook remains the largest, most popular social media site.Twitter has over 1.6 billion users, tweeting over 500 million tweets per day. 44% of users have never sent a Tweet. But 46% tweet at least once a day.  Stats are difficult to nail down because they change so rapidly.1 B YouTube videos are viewed per day. 100 hours of video is uploaded to YouTube per minute.  http://www.mediabistro.com/alltwitter/files/2014/06/social-media-statistics-2014.jpg 



Is Snapchat or “Ephemeral” Social 
Media Safer?

• Perhaps, but….
– There is always screenshot risk
– FTC enforcement action



SwipeBuster & the 
Popularization of Surveillance



Governor “Burner Phone” in Alabama 
May Be Impeached Soon



Privacy Paradoxes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Asking for privacy, one on one, marks you out as one who needs it.Inescapably a social, not just an individual, responsbility.Current trends toward a “full disclosure future”Recalls Arrow’s “Paradox of Disclosure”Peppet on Frank on unraveling (105 Nw. L. Rev. 1153) 



Questioning Strategic Self-Disclosure 
Model of Privacy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From medical record to reputation:  Internet companies are going to continue to compile large datasets about the users regardless of whether they need to obtain explicit consent to do so. If General Petraeus can’t protect his privacy, how can you?Compare http://www.consumer.ftc.gov/articles/0272-how-keep-your-personal-information-securehttp://online.wsj.com/public/page/what-they-know-digital-privacy.html --device fingerprinting, database unification, fusion centers c) In a world where consumers are expected to zealously guard their data (or suffer the consequences), those most in need of fair information practices are least likely to have the resources to actually demand and secure them.  Like the need for health care, the need for privacy may actually be negatively correlated with income.  In a world where persons are persistently ranked and stigmatized via data collection, an equilibrium featuring wealthy individuals who have purchased privacy and poorer individuals who cannot afford it may be worse than an equilibrium where no one has access to this “product.”



Emerging “Threats”
• Strategic self-disclosure can backfire

– I may keep certain facts to myself to avoid being charged more (tracking as 
burden)

– But maybe I miss out on better matches for my own preferences/personality 
(tracking as opportunity)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Seems trivial at individual level, but is quite puzzling if we extrapolate it to a much higher level.Just another version of Westen on 3 types of persons (privacy concerned, unconcerned, etc)Cf. Lee Tien on price discrimination laws.



Problems of Notice & Consent

– Is there real opportunity to negotiate terms of 
contracts?

– Is there real competition among providers 
regarding terms?

• Do we want that? 
(remember anonymous remailers?)

– Can consumers really 
• anticipate secondary uses?
• assess likelihood of breaches? 



From Collection to Use & Availability  Controls



First Amendment, but…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Patient multi-stage attack:Gather data on targets (social media, etc.)Guess passwords to targets’ cloud accountsDownload pictures backed up from phonesShare pictures Not technologically sophisticated:Off-the-shelf tools and well-known weaknessesDozens of victims: Jennifer Lawrence, Kate Upton & Justin Verinder, McKayla MaroneyNot just photos: messages, address books, etc.Apple tightens its iCloud securityE.g., get a warning when “you” log in on the webControversies in Reddit and other communities where photos are postedFazio used free, unlicensed anti-virus softwareTarget didn’t use multi-factor authenticationTarget disregarded intruder alertsApple allowed unlimited password guesses in Find My PhoneHome Depot hit the same way as Target56M credit cards, 53M email addressesJP Morgan extensively breachedSnapSaved saved Snapchat photos …… and was then itself attacked



A FCRA-like Future 
for a Full-Disclosure Society

• “Cyberhygiene” appears increasingly futile for 
individuals. 

• The new privacy demands will focus on 
responsible use of materials from an 
increasingly “full-disclosure” future.

• There will, of course, be hard cases…





The Anatomy of a Tweet

Note the public nature of Twitter defaults
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http://pinterest.com/pin/38702878018078744/
http://pinterest.com/pin/38702878018078744/


Government Agencies on #HCSM
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are the CDC Facebook, Twitter and YouTube sites.  Notice the consistent branding on each.  This makes any posting instantly identifiable as the CDCs. 



LinkedIn
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Image is linked to Linkedin.com.This site is used mostly for professional resume sharing.  If you are looking for a job, anticipate changing jobs, or hiring someone with real credentials to fill a job, this is the spot.  Groups are starting to form with common interests and are creating discussions.  People endorse each others expertise.  

http://linkedin.com/
http://linkedin.com/


Physician’s Guide to Using FB, Twitter, 
LI
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• Pennsylvania 
Academy of Family 
Physicians

• Guide to Social 
Media

• Advanced Guide now 
available.  Includes 
setting up a Blog at 
Wordpress.com 

http://bit.ly/1yDwkIv

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is an excellent “getting started” resource.

http://bit.ly/1yDwkIv


AAMC Digital Literacy Initiative
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https://www.aamc.org/members/gir/resources/359492/digitalliteracytoolkit.html

https://www.aamc.org/members/gir/resources/359492/digitalliteracytoolkit.html


Patients Like Me
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This site is using Crowd-sourcing surveillance of disease/conditions/drug side effects.  This site is for-profit and sells de-identified data to pharma and researchers.  However, it is designed to collect and share outcomes data on specific treatment experiences from patients as well as help patients with conditions share their experiences with other patients.

http://www.patientslikeme.com/
http://www.patientslikeme.com/


Grief and Community Support
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another example of support groups.



A question of access

• Data
• Algorithms
• Inferences
• Lists
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